Business Cases for Educational Use

- The USF Libraries has licensed access to business cases for use in courses from the Harvard Business Publishing Catalog since January of 2018 with content made available through Canvas. The license to select this content expired June 30th, 2021, with courtesy access to previously selected content extended through August 6th.

- The price for this service increased 139% from the annualized initial term through the renewal ending June 2021, with an additional 81% increase quoted to continue the service through 2022, making this resource unsustainable.

- The connection in Canvas will be removed August 6, 2021.

- Sage Business Cases are now available through the USF Libraries from http://ezproxy.lib.usf.edu/login?url=https://sk.sagepub.com/cases. Contact your Business Librarian for access to the associated teaching resources.

- **Business Librarian** contact information:
  
  Maryellen Nash  
  Tampa Campus  
  813-974-9870  
  mallen@usf.edu

  Gary Austin  
  St. Petersburg Campus  
  727-873-4404  
  glaustin@usf.edu